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DOSE OPTIMIZATION TO MINIMIZE RADIATION RISK WITH 
ACCEPTABLE IMAGE QUALITY 
CHUNCHENG JI 
ABSTRACT 
Image quality has been found to be positively correlated with diagnosis accuracy. 
Radiologist aim for the highest quality image possible to determine the location of the 
suspected pathology. However, the most effective way of producing high quality images 
is to increase the radiation dosage to the patient. To avoid the many risks that come with 
radiation, patients want to keep dosage as low as possible. Diagnosing instruments are 
constantly being re-engineered and optimized to keep image quality high and radiation 
dosage low. If patients wish to avoid nuclear radiation exposure, alternative non-nuclear 
and low radiation modalities must be employed. The three most important metrics of 
image quality are spatial resolution, signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and contrast-to-noise 
(CNR) ratio [1]. Radiologists and imaging technicians can do very little to improve the 
spatial resolution; and to improve the CNR a higher dosage is necessary to increase the 
value of every pixel. To increase radiation-SNR efficiency, the dosage can be reduced by 
50% while only dropping the SNR by about 30% [2]. To simulate lower dosage, data is 
randomly taken out while the image is reconstructed until the acceptable SNR value is 
achieved. The broad applications can include reducing the signal-to-dosage ratio for any 
modality involving ionizing radiation and image reconstruction, reducing the risk for 
every imaged patient. 
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In many cases, image contrast is not high through using non-ionizing methods, like MRI 
and Ultrasound. Considering some positron-emitting isotopes, for example, 11C, 13N, 15O 
and 18F, are taking part of metabolism process and showing different effects on normal 
and non-normal tissues. The Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging technology 
is developed using the positron emitting isotopes. This positron-emitting isotope tracer 
compounds are created with similar properties to the naturally occurred substance in 
human body. This tracer compound can be absorbed in metabolism process and showing 
the difference in tracer compound concentration. PET technology is used in very wide 
applications in clinical examination and medical research. 
PET can be used in a very wide range in medical field like cardiology, neurology and 
oncology. At beginning, PET is only used as a research tool for metabolic pathway of 
human body interactions. Now it becomes a very important diagnose instrument in 
clinical examination. The most widely used tracer compound is 18F-Fluoro-Deoxy-
Glucose (18F-FDG) used as a substitute for hydrogen [3] in oncology. 18F-FDG is 
relatively easy to synthesis with a high radiochemical yield, which is a very important 
factor to have high quality image. 18F-FDG does not give out CO2 and water and follows 
metabolic pathway as glucose and remains in tissue. These properties make it the best 
candidate as a glucose uptake tracer. 18F is a positron emitter. A very common collisional 
occurrence with positrons is an electron. After this annihilation interaction, two 511KeV 
photons are emitted. This progress will produce radiation effects on human body by 
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positrons and gamma rays. Other positron emitter tracer compounds are similar with 18F-
FD except different half-life and different positron energies. All tracer compound 
medicine dose need to be considered. 
Another kind of radiation human body accept come from modalities using external 
radiation source, X-ray tube, like Computed tomography (CT). CT imaging was 
developed in 1970’s [5]. From then CT plays the most important role in understanding, 
screening, diagnosing, and managing various diseases for its ease of operation, short 
acquisition time, emerging applications and positive impact on patient throughput. There 
are 80 million CT scans per year in United States [6]. Large part ionizing radiation from 
medical imaging stem from CT. Ionizing radiation causes damage at the cellular level via 
free radical formation, eventually leading to DNA mutation or cell death. Cellular 
mutations may eventually lead to radiation-induced cancers including leukemia, myeloma, 
or cancer of the thyroid, breast, lung, bone, and skin [7].  
For the probability of cancer induction from any individual exposure to ionizing radiation 
is hard to be measured exactly, the widely accepted theoretical dose-response model is 
the linear no-threshold model (LNT). The linear-no-threshold model was first expressed 
by John Gofman. This model is an extrapolation of atomic bomb survivor data from 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and is the most conservative. It is assuming even the smallest 
exposure to ionizing radiation has the potential to induce future cancer. [8] The US 
National Academy of Sciences Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) and the 
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US National Council on Radiological Protection and Measurements both suggest the use 
of this model for estimating risks of ionizing radiation. 
Several measurements are available for quantifying radiation dose. The quantity of 
ionizing radiation is measured in Gray (Gy). Each radioactive particle—alpha, beta, and 
gamma rays have a unique ionizing effect on biological tissue. This “equivalent dose” of 
gamma rays is expressed as the Sievert (Sv) or rem. In the medical community, effective 
dose is used to represents the weighted average of doses absorbed by body, reflecting the 
equivalent whole-body dose that would result in an equivalent risk from a non-uniform 
radiation source. It provides an estimate of a patient's risk of harm from any radiologic 
procedure, including all possible future cancers and hereditary effects. The effective dose 
allows for comparison across different imaging modalities and distributions across the 
body. However, the biological effect of radiation exposure varies substantially with age. 
It is most significant for young patients; whose organs are in closer proximity and whose 
cells are undergoing constant mitosis. One method was proposed by Amy K. Hara1 to use 
adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction algorithm for low-dose body CT [9]. Using 
this method instead of FBP, CT produces more consistently diagnostic images. The 
current limitation is the long computation time. With the computer techniques 
development, this problem will disappear in near future. Optimizing CT dose will benefit 
both patient and radiation physician, especially for young people.  
After PET and CT modalities, the combination of positron emission tomographic (PET) 
scanners and computed tomographic (CT) scanners, or PET/CT scanners, provides co-
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registered images of anatomic and functional information in research and clinical. It uses 
gamma ray source to do attenuation correction. Though it reduces the scanning time, it 
increases the radiation time for patients.  
With the expanding of clinical applications of PET/CT, mainly in oncologic diagnosis 
and management, as well as for other clinical indications, such as the investigation of 
fever of unknown origin, combined PET/CT scanners have been installed in hospitals and 
clinics worldwide. 
However, PET/CT examinations, especially those that include diagnostic CT, result in 
increased patient radiation exposure compared with stand-alone CT or PET examinations, 
as the effective dose is a combination of the dose from PET and the dose from CT. In this 
combination scanner, radiation exposure come from external and internal radiation, from 
radiation isotopes and x ray tubes.  It is well known that cancer risk is induced from 
radiation. The methods of radiation dose optimizations from PET and CT can be applied 
to PET/CT scanner and significantly reduce the risk of radiation exposure and further 





In PET modality, SiPM (Silicone Photon Multiplayer) arrays have 8×8 elements with size 
of 6×6 mm2. The fast LYSO crystal is employed to detect 511keV gamma rays and used 
for TOF-PET applications. The LYSO crystal have ~300 picosecond (10-12 second) 
coincidence resolving time (CRT). The spatial resolution is on average 2.6 ± 0.5 mm. The 
list mode data acquisitions start from positive beta emission. When beta particle hits an 
electron, which an annihilation reaction happens, there are two 511keV gamma rays 
emitted. The two gamma rays are detected by two scintillation detectors in a time 
window. These kinds of events are call coincidence events. Program assigns to 
coincidence events to a line of response (LOR), corresponding to a straight line joining 
the points where the photons were detected. After many lines are developed, a 2D image 














Figure 1 Two gamma rays emitted out after an annihilation 
In figure 1, event A is a true coincident event. Event B is a coincident event after one 
511keV gamma rays scattered by other nucleons. Event C is a random coincident event. 
The two detectors detect the two unrelated gamma rays in the same time. This a false 
coincident and need to be avoided. To avoid random coincident event, the coincident 
window may be adjusted to a minimum which makes true coincident detected. The 
random coincidence rate (R) is strictly related to the singles counting rate (S1 and S2) of 
each detector and to the coincidence time window width (τc) by the following relation: 
R = 2×τc×S1×S2 
The typical coincidence window is for Bismuth Germinate (BGO)-based PET systems is 
12ns, whereas for GSO and NaI(Tl), it reduces to 8ns, and 6ns for LSO systems. Lower 
widow width significantly reduces random coincidence events and same time increase the 
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true coincidence counting rate further reduce the dose absorbed by both patient and 
technologists. 
Scattered coincidence events happen when one or two of the gamma rays are scattered by 
other nucleons. After 511keV gamma rays are scattered from the original direction, the 
LOR will be miss-leaded and the energy of the gamma ray is partially lost after scattered. 
The scattered gamma rays are called Compton scattering gamma rays (Figure 2). To get 
rid of the scattering gamma rays, a very high energy resolution detector is needed.  
 
Figure 2 . Compton scattering 




The cross section of emitted events being scattered in the body dependents on gamma 
energy. Compton scatter occurs and the photon will lose energy proportionally to the 
angle between the original and the scattering direction. 
The removal of scatter event is very important in nuclear medicine, scattered events may 
cause images significant blurring. Ideally, the first and more practical way for scatter 
rejection should be the acquisition of only 511-keV events, requiring systems with very 
good energy resolution.  
  
Figure 3. Compton scattering vs energy resolution 
Better energy resolution means narrower energy windows. The detectors have better 
performance to distinguish the emitted gamma rays from scattering gamma rays. High 
energy resolution detector significantly reduces the scattering coincidence events, and 
further increase the quality of images. BGO-based scanners (high detection efficiency, 
poor energy resolution, ~25%) use energy window (300-650 keV).  NaI(Tl) or GSO 
based scanners (less detection efficiency, better energy resolution, <10%) use energy 
window from 435 keV to 590 keV. For LSO based scanners (high detection efficiency 
and high energy resolution ~5%) use energy windows from 480keV to 540keV.  
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One the market, there are two groups of detectors to detect gamma rays and X-rays. The 
first group is the semi-conductor based detectors. These semiconductor detectors have a 
p-i-n structure in which the intrinsic region is sensitive to ionizing radiation, like X rays 
and gamma rays. Charge carriers, produced by the interaction of radiations in the intrinsic 
region, are swept by the electric field, which is created by applying few thousand-volt 
bias, to the P and N electrodes where are collected. Finally, a charge collector(capacitors) 
collects the charge carries(electrons) and generates a voltage signal which amplitude is 
proportional to the energy of the incoming photon. For semiconductor detectors have 
relatively low band gap, these detectors must be cooled down (liquid nitrogen -196°C).  
They have high energy resolution which FWHM are from 0.5keV (use 59Fe 5.8keV 
Gamma ray source) of Si detector to detect x-rays to 1.5keV (use 60Co 1173keV and 
1332keV gamma ray source) of High purity Germanium detector and CdTe detectors. 
These detectors operate under low temperature CdTe detectors may operate in both low 
temperature and room temperature with middle range energy resolutions. When 
combined with MRI system, semi-conduct detectors may borrow the cooling system from 
MRI. Running detectors in very low temperature may significantly improve these 
detector energy resolutions and reduce the scattering coincidence events. This will 
increase the quality of PET images. The 2nd group is the crystal based detectors which are 
mentioned earlier, like NaI, BGO, LSO, and recently developed LYSO. Crystal based 
detectors operate in room temperature with FWHM 30KeV to 100keV. The typical 




Figure 4. Spectra collected from different detectors 
The blue spectrum is collected from high purity Germanium detector with 2.0keV 






A 3D image has 7 parameters including 3 parameters (x, y, z) for position information 
and one parameter for intensity or counts. The number of voxels along x, y, and z are l, m 
and n respectively. The x-y plane images are called axial or transverse images. The x-z 
plane images are called coronal images. The y-z plane images are called sagittal images. 
Axial, sagittal and coronal images are 2 dimensional images. So, a 3D image is combined 
by l sagittal or m coronal or n axial 2D images. The total number of voxels is l×m×n. For 
example, the voxel number along x, y, and z is 256. The number of voxels is 
256×256×256 = 224 = 16,777,216. These data will take more than 67 Megabyte computer 
disk space to save them. The 2D images are combined with l, m or n one-dimensional 
lines or say histogram. The voxel size dimensions are l(length), w(width) and d(depth). 
 




Figure 6. The same 2-dimmensional image showing in 3D 
 
 




Figure 8. A one-dimensional histogram slice number 115 along y axes 
1. Uncertainty of a voxel value 
For the beta emitters in human body emitting a β particle is a random event, the 







N −=  
P is the possibility of true number N0 detected as number of N. The number of 
each voxel obeys this Poisson distribution. For a Poisson random variable, the 
standard deviation of this number is equal to the square root of the true number of 
the voxel.  
00
NN =σ  
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For the sample standard deviation is an estimate of the true standard deviation, it 
can be calculated as the square root of the observed number 
0NN
Ns σ≈=  N is 
the observed number. The uncertainty of a data of a voxel can be calculated from 
itself. For example, if N = 100, the standard deviation is 10(10%). If N=10000, 
the standard deviation is 100(1%). The higher the number is, the less the 
uncertainty is. To get higher number, the collection time need to be longer or put 
more radiation isotope into body.  
2. Data smoothing 
For all of voxel data have some level uncertainty, some points have counts more 
than the true counts and some points have less. One voxel with counts y has 
y uncertainty. If the counts y is less or more than the true counts, the most 
possible reason is the counts of the uncertainty of the voxel recorded by its 
neighbors. These uncertainties can be suppressed by smoothing the voxel counts 
through its neighbor voxel. The methods of smoothing include moving average, 
Savitsky and Golary Polynomial filter and low statistics filter. The most popular 
method is Savitsky and Golary Polynomial filter. In this method, the finite 





Using a least-square fitting to find out the factors raaaa ⋅⋅⋅210 ,, . For the distance 

































∑= ,* 1 ,         *iy  is smoothed value 
For example, to smooth the two histograms in figure7 and figure 8. 
 
Figure 9. 9-points smoothing 
 
Figure 10. 5-point smoothing 
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In figure 10, the data have little difference before and after smoothing. In figure 9, 
the data have significant difference before and after smoothing for the 
uncertainties are higher for lower counts in voxels. 
3. Pattern edge determination 
Today pattern recognition methods are accepted as useful tools in the medical 
service as consultants in clinical decision making. The accurration of pattern 
recognition of a systems prevented the development of fully automatic machine 
for the zero mistake tolerance in medical diagnosis. There are several methods to 
determine the edges of patterns. One uses smoothed data to seek the edge where 
the condition is satified as following 
yi-1>yi<yi+1, i is the egde position or 
yi-2>yi-1>yi<yi+1<yi+2 
The second method uses a zero-area correlator filter. In this method, both peak 
and edge are amplified. In this paper, the method to find the edges is employed by 






















Similarly the second derivative can be written as 111
' 2'" −+− +−=−= iiiiii yyyyyy  
The first and second derivation of Figure 10 are showing in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. First and second derivative of Figure 10,  
gray line is first derivative, yellow line is the 2nd derivative 
In figure 11, the left edge is found on the local maximum and right edge is found 
on minium. Both right and left edges are found on maximum on second derivative. 
The results of second derivative are closer to real edge. The derivative of Figure 9 




Figure 12. First and second derivative of Figure 9 
blue line is first derivative, yellow line is the 2nd derivative 
For two dimmension image, the second derivative can be expressed as 
jijijijijijijijijiji ZZZZZZZZZZ ,1,1,11,11,1,1,1,11,1
"
, 8×−+++++++= +++−++−+−−−−  
The counts of every pixel is Zi,j, the location is (Xi, Yj) 
Zi-1,j-1 Zi,j-1 Zi+1,j-1 
Zi-1,j Zi,j Zi+1,j 
Zi-1,j+1 Zi,j+1 Zi+1,j+1 




Xi-1,Yj-1 Xi,Yj-1 Xi+1,Yj-1 
Xi-1,Yj Xi,Yj Xi+1,Yj 
Xi-1,Yj+1 Xi,Yj+1 Xi+1,Yj+1 
Pixel position arrangement 
The second derivative of figure 5. is shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13. Second derivation of two dimmension image 
 








The purpose of bio-imaging modalities is to acquire clear anatomy or pathology images. 
Under this condition, the dose which accepted by medical technologies and patients will 
be minimized by increasing the performance of a system, for instance, using high 
performance detectors, changing system configuration, using combination of different 
modalities.  Improvement of hardware is the most importance step. Refining data 
processing algorithms is the second step. Without the first step, even the best algorithm 
and best computers can not present a clear image, sometimes the images are totally non 
diagnosed. In this paper, the methods are set up to develop a PET system by using 
different detectors for independent and combination systems by increasing true 
coincident events, cutting scattering and random coincident evets. After data acquired, 
the methods to processing the data are present using second derivative method. This 
method uses less computation time and easy to execute. With these improvements on 
hardware and software, the radiation dose will be reduced for both patients and 




With the development of detector material, electronics and advance computer, the bio-
imaging modalities will be very complex. More different combination modalities will be 
developed. Combination modalities have many advantages, including saving time, saving 
space, increasing performance and the lowering the cost of manufacture. The methods 
used in this paper in two dimensional images can be applied three dimensional images. 
With more algorithms developed, new technologies can be applied in data processing, 
like artificial intelligence. A new display method will be developed to show 3D images of 
human body in front of technologists. 
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